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Abstract 
We prove a "random" version of a natural statement about countable set-mappings and use this 
to consider two problems, one from measure theory (Fremlin, 1993, DV) and one from topology 
(Arkhangel'skii, 1978, Problem 17). 
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A set-mapping is a function F defined on a set ~ such that F(4 ) C f2 \ {4} for all 4. 
We say F is a countable set-mapping if F(4) is countable for all ( E g2. A subset ~ of 
Y2 is F-free if F(4) f? ~/i = ~ for all 4 E ~. The purpose of this note is to study random 
versions of the following statement: 
(SMt?) For every countable s t-mapping F defined on Jg, either ~ can be decomposed 
into countably many F-free sets, or there exists an uncountable set A c_ g2 such that for 
every finite set I" C A there exist uncountably many ~1 E ~ such that 1" C F(77). 
Perhaps, the simplest consequence of SMs? is the statement that every tree on ~ either 
has an uncountable chain or it can be decomposed into countably many antichains. Thus, 
Souslin's Hypothesis is an immediate consequence of SM~.  In fact, much more can 
be deduced from SM~ol. Recall, that a Souslin Line is a typical L-space, a hereditarily 
Lindel6f nonseparable space. Recall also that a sequence z( (4 < 0) of elements of some 
topological space X indexed by some ordinal 0 is a free sequence in X if for every 
c~ < 0, the segments {z~: 4 < c~} and {z~: 4 >/r~} have disjoint closures in X. Clearly, 
no compact countably fight space, so in particular no perfectly normal compactum, can 
contain an uncountable free sequence. 
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Proposition 1. I f  SM~o~ holds then every compact space which contains an L-subspace 
must also contain an uncountable free sequence. 
Corollary 2. I f  SM~ol holds then every perfectly normal compact space is separable. 
To see that the proposition is true, let us suppose that a given compact space X contains 
the set col of all countable ordinals as a hereditarily Lindel6f nonseparable subspace and 
that its nonseparability is witnessed in the sense that a given countable ordinal a is not 
a member of the compact set 
= < 
where the closure is taken in X rather than in its subspace o Jl. Thus, for each a we can 
fix an open (in X) neighborhood U,~ of a such that U,~ n Z,~ = (~, again with closure 
taken in X. Then 
= < 
defines a countable set-mapping on o J1. It is clear that an F-free set is a discrete subspace 
of X, so by our assumption about the space ah C_ X the first alternative of SM~ is 
impossible. Let A be an uncountable subset of col which satisfies the second alternative. 
Let D be the set of all limit ordinals ~ < wl such that A G 6 is unbounded in ~ and 
moreover ~ = sup{r/ < ~: /" C_ F(r/)}, for every finite set F C_ A n ~. Then D is a 
closed and unbounded subset of wl which has the property that for every 6 E D the 
family Us n Z~ (a E A n 3) has the finite intersection property so by compactness we 
can fix an element z~ from its intersection. Choose ~ E D and let a = min(A \ (3 + 1)). 
Then 
{z~: ~EDN(~+I )}C_Z~ and {z~: ~ED\(a+I )}C_U~,  
i.e., the closures (in X) of the end-segments z( (~ E D O (fi +1)) and z( (~ E D \ (a +1)) 
of the sequence z( ( E D) are disjoint. It follows that if Do is the set of all 6 E D such 
that ~ > sup(D n fi), then z~ (~ E Do) is an uncountable free sequence in X. 
A random version of SM~ would tell a similar thing about a 'random' set mapping 
F which is given by associating to every ~ and c~ in Y2 an element 1[~ E F(a)[ I of some 
probability measure algebra TO. In other words, a random version of SMs? should be 
a similar statement about the names for countable set-mappings in various probability 
measure algebras, i.e., that SMs~ is true in any forcing extension by a measure algebra. 
Theorem 3. MA0 implies that SM0 holds in any forcing extension by a measure algebra. 
Since atomic measure algebras are allowed this result includes the standard fact that 
MA0 implies SM0 (see [5, 41H]). It also includes the result of Laver [13] that MA0 
implies that in any random-forcing extension every tree on 0 without uncountable chains 
can be decomposed into countably many antichains. In fact, Theorem 3 can be given a
mathematical (measure theoretic) meaning which does not involve forcing: Suppose we 
are given a double sequence a~n (~, 77 E 0) of elements of some measure algebra 7~ such 
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that for all c~, a(~ = 0 for all but countably many ~'s. Then either there exists a sequence 
ban (oz E 0, n E N) of elements of 7~ such that 
(a) ~--~,~N b~ = 1 for all a, and 
(b) (a~z + az~) • ba~ • b;~n = 0 for all n and a ~/3, 
or else there exist an uncountable set A C_ 0 and a sequence c~ (( E A) of elements of 
~+ such that 
for every finite F C A and countable K c /9. This kind of intersection properties in 
measure algebras are of independent interest. For example, they appear in a measure- 
theoretic problem of Fremlin's list [9]. Central results of this note appear in Section 1, a 
section devoted to solving the Problem DV from the list [9], and a section which deals 
entirely with this kind of intersection properties in measure algebras. In fact, had we 
written the paper for a different occasion, the Section 1 would essentially be its only 
part. We finish the introduction by noting that Theorem 3 can be used to solve one of 
the Arkhangel'skii's problems from his 'short' list [l]. This is Problem 17 of [1] which 
asks whether a Luzin space can be used to construct a nonseparable perfectly normal 
compactum. The answer is negative by Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and the well-known fact 
that a Sierpinski set (which exists in a forcing extension by a nonseparable measure 
algebra) is a Luzin space in the density topology of the reals (see [14]). 
1. Ultrapowers of measure algebras 
Let (T~, #) be a measure algebra, let I be an index-set and let U be an ultrafilter on 1. 
Then the ultrapower (~I//4, iz/bl) of the structure (7~,/z) is a Boolean algebra with 
a finitely additive (but not necessarily strictly positive) measure defined in the natural 
way: the measure of an If] from ~I/11 is equal to l imi~u Iz(f(i)). The character of 
a measure algebra R is the minimal cardinality of a subset of ~ which completely 
generates R. We say that the character of ~ is everywhere > 0 if the character of every 
factor Ra (a E 7~ +) is > 0. We refer the reader to [6] for all the other undefined notions. 
In what follows, J2 and I are infinite index-sets and/4 is a (nonprincipal) ultrafilter on I. 
Theorem 4. Let ~ be a measure algebra everywhere of character bigger than the sizes 
of g2 and I. Then for every sequence [f(] (( < J2) of elements of TZZ/L¢ there is a 
sequence c~ (~ E ~) of elements of ~ such that 
(a) p(c() = limi-+u #(f(( i ) )  for all ~ E ~2, and 
(b) ~ie~;  f~(i) >~ I-I~er c~ for all K ELt and F E [$2]<% 
Proof. Let ,4 be a complete subalgebra of 7~ of character IOI •III which contains the 
set {f~(i): ( E S2, i E I}. We may assume that both 7-Z and ,4 are homogeneous in
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character. We now go to a forcing extension V[G] where G is a generic filter of .4. In 
this extension we define 
.~:9( I )  ~ [0,11 
as follows. For a set K C_ ! we fix an .A-name/( whose g-interpretation is equal to K 
and define 
re(K) = lim lim ~(11i • gll, a) 
a --~- {~ i--4U ~(a)  
It is easily checked that the limit exists. In fact the second limit, which we denote by 
ma(K), is computable in the ground model. To see that the double limit exists show 
(working in the ground model) that for every a • ,4 + and q • Q, if {c ~< a: mc(/~) ~< q} 
is dense below a, then we must have that ma(fi[ ) ~ q; and similarly for ~> in place of ~<. 
This will also show that re(K) does not depend on the choice of an .A-name which 
interprets to K and that m is a finitely additive measure on the power-set of I .  This 
is a well-known construction. In the context of forcing it has its origin in Solovay's 
paper [15] (see also [7] and [10, §17]) for the case of a-complete U. The construction 
works for any ultrafilter and its first use in such a case appears in Kunen [l l]  for/4 a 
selective ultrafilter on w. We refer the reader to these papers and books for more details 
if needed. Note, for example that for every ground model set K C_ I, m(K) = 1 iff 
K• /4 .  
The sequence f~ (~ • /2) naturally defines a sequence/~'~ ( • ~) of "A-names for 
subsets of I as follows 
II ~ • Bhll : yd i) (i • Z, ~ • ~). 
Let K~ (~ • ~2) be the corresponding sequence of G-interpretations. Let 
• Arm= {KC_I: m(K)=O},  
and B = "P(I)/.hfm. Then m induces a strictly positive finitely additive measure on B, 
still denoted by m. Let B* be its metric (induced by m) completion. Then B* is a 
(complete) measure algebra with a (countably) additive measure m* which extends m. 
Let C be a complete atomless ubalgebra of B* of character I~l •III which contains 
{[Kd:  • 
By our assumption on the character of 7~, the quotient algebra 7~/G still has character 
everywhere > 1121 •III, so by Maharam's Theorem [6, §3] there is a measure preserving 
(injective) homomorphism 
h:C --+ ~1~. 
Then in the ground model we can find a sequence c~ (~ • ~2) of elements of ~ such 
that for all ~ • /2, 
IIh([ :d) = c /¢11 = 1 
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More precisely, we go to the ground model and fix .A-names (and therefore 7~-names) 
of all objects defined in the forcing extension and let c( be an ~-name for the element 
h([/£~]) of the quotient algebra ~/~ N .,4. 
Claim 5. #(c~) = limi~u #(f~(i)) for all ~ E [2. 
Proof. This requires a measure-theoretic explanation of the above definition of rh. By 
Maharam's theorem we can fix two index-sets A C R such that 7~ is the algebra of Baire 
subsets of {0, 1 }n (the ~r-algebra generated by clopen sets) modulo the ideal of Haar-null 
sets and ,4 is the subalgebra which involves Baire sets which depend only on coordinates 
in A and which we of course identify with the corresponding algebra of {0, 1 }A. Let/£ 
be a fixed .A-name for a subset of I. Then 
lim # a KII) AR(a) = ( Ili 
determines a a-additive measure on .A which is dominated by #. By the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem there is a measurable function fK : {0, 1} A --+ [0, 1] such that for every a E .A 
(viewed as a subset of {0, 1}A), 
A R (a) = f fK d#. 
a 
Thus, if ~g is an .A-name for the generic element of {0, 1}A then it is forced by 1 of .4 
that 
= lim 1 f rh(/£) 
a 
Back to the sets c~; we identify them with Baire subsets of {0, 1} R so their measure 
is computable as the integral (over {0, 1} A) of the function which sends x to the Haar 
measure of the section (c~)~ viewed as a subset of {0, 1} n\A. By the definition of c~, 
the generic section (c~)~. is equal to h([/(~]) and h is forced to be measure preserving, 
so the measure of the generic section is forced to be equal to 
It follows that the function x ~+ #((c~)~) is almost everywhere equal to fK~, and so we 
have that 
-- f& ,  d# = ARe(1 ) = lira #(f~(i)). 
This finishes the proof of Claim 5. 
The measure-theoretic explanation of the measure rh gives us another way to decide 
when a given element a from .A + forces a statement of the form m(/£) /> q. Namely, 
this happens precisely when fR >>" q almost everywhere on a (viewed as a Baire subset 
of {0, 1 }A). Of course this is also easy to see in case of the original definition of m. 
It simply means that mc(/£) ~> q for all ¢ ~< a. We shall now finish the proof of 
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Theorem 4 by showing that the sets c~ also satisfy the conclusion (b) of the theorem. 
So, fix F E [g?] <~o and K E/./. We have to show that 
E II II 
i6K 46F ~6F 
Suppose that the inequality is not true and let b denote its left-hand side. Then b is an 
element of ~4 and ( -b ) .  1--i~6r c( is positive so we can find a generic filter 7-[ of R which 
contains -b  and all the e~ (~ E F). Let G be its restriction to .4. Then ]--[~6r e~/G is a 
positive element of R /G  so its h-preimage 
is also positive. So let ~ > 0 be such that 
rn N = 
Then we can find c ~< -b  in ~ such that 
This, in particular, means that the set of all i E I such that 
i 1"1 k(  = I-[/(( i)  0 
(6£ (6r  
belongs to g/. So we can find i E K such that d = c. I~(6r f((i) ¢ 0. It follows that d 
is a nonzero element of .4 which is at the same time below 
b= ?2 II 
j EK  ~6F 
and its complement -b ,  a contradiction. This finishes the proof. 
Theorem 4 is saying that for every measure algebra R there is a way to embed every 
small enough subset of every small enough ultrapower ~ I / /d  back into the algebra 7~ 
preserving certain intersection properties as well as measures. We don't know whether 
the assumption on the character of ~ in Theorem 4 is essential, but we do have a 
corresponding result without this assumption which will be stated in the form suitable 
for applications uch as Theorem 3. Recall that 7~ is said to have precaliber •1 if 
every uncountable subset of 7~ contains an uncountable set which is centered in 7~, i.e., 
an uncountable set A" with the property that l-li4n ai ~ 0 for every finite sequence 
ao , . . . ,  an of elements of P(. This is a more natural notion than it appears at first. For 
example, it is well known that the Lebesgue measure algebra has this property iff IR 
cannot be covered by R1 measure zero sets. More generally, we have the following 
well-known fact (see [3,4,2,8]). 
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Lemma 6. Every measure algebra has precaliber P,l iff the space {0, 1} ~ cannot be 
covered by ~1 sets of Haar measure zero. 
Proof. Suppose X~ (~ < wl) is an increasing sequence of measure zero sets which 
covers {0, 1} WI. For each ~ choose a compact positive set Z~ disjoint from X~. Then no 
uncountable subsequence of Z~ (( < w~) is centered. Conversely, let B( (( < ~l) be a 
sequence of positive Baire subsets of {0, 1 }o~, and let/3 be a positive Baire set which 
forces that R1 many of the B~'s belong to the generic object. Choose an elementary 
submodel M of some large enough structure of the form Ho such that M has size N1 
and it contains/3, the sequence/3~ (( < wl) and all the countable ordinals. Choose an 
x C B not belonging to any measure 0 set with code in M. Then I2 = {~ < Wl: x E B(} 
is uncountable and the family B~ (~ C ~2) is centered in the measure algebra. 
Lemma 7. I f  every measure algebra h s precaliber RI then this is true in every forcing 
extension by a measure algebra. 
Proof. By Maharam's theorem and the ccc property of the measure algebra it suffices to 
consider the forcing extensions by the measure algebra ~ of the space {0, 1} / for I = ~v 
or 1 = wl. Suppose we are given a sequence B~ (~ < wl) of R-names for Baire subsets 
of {0, 1} '°~ of measure 0 which are forced by 1 to cover {0, 1} ~°~. There is standard way 
to view B('s as Baire subsets of the product {0, 1} I x {0, 1} ~°l (see [12]). Hence, in 
particular, we know that for every ~, almost all vertical sections (B~)~ have measure 0, 
so by Fubini's theorem the sets 
C~ = {y E {0, 1}~: (B~) u has positive measure} 
are all of measure 0. By Lemma 6, we can fix a y in {0, 1 }~t outside these sets. Choose 
an elementary submodel M of some large structure of the form Ho such that M has 
size Nm and it contains y, the sequence B~ (( < wl) and all countable ordinals. Let M 
be the transitive collapse of M. By Lemma 6, we can choose an M-random function 
g E {0, 1} z, i.e., a function that avoids all measure 0 sets with code in M. By the Forcing 
Theorem, the extension M[9] believes that (B~) a (( < Wl) is a sequence of measure 0
sets which covers the space {0, 1} ~1. So fix a ( such that y E (Be) a, or equivalently, 
(g, Y) E B~. But then (B~) u is a measure 0 set with code in M which contains the 
M-random function g, a contradiction. This finishes the proof. 
Now we are ready to reformulate he precaliber ~1 property to an ultrapower property 
similar to that of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 8. The following are equivalent 
(1) For every measure algebra ~ every uncountable subset of T~ contains an uncount- 
able set which is centered in ~. 
(2) For every sequence [f~] (~ < wl) of members of some ultrapower ~ I  /bt all of 
positive measure there is an uncountable set $2 C_ Wl and a sequence c~ (~ E g2) of 
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elements of T~ of positive measure such that ~iEg H¢Er y~(i) >>. H~r e¢ ¢ o for all 
K E Lt and 1" E [£2] <~. 
Proof. The proof that (1) implies (2) is similar to that of Theorem 4. As before we go 
to a forcing extension V[~] where ~ is a generic filter of T~ and use it to define a finitely 
additive measure 
,~: P(S) -~ [0, 1]. 
Note that refining the sequence [f~] (~ < wi) in the ground model we may assume that 
for some fixed rational ¢ > 0, we have that limi-+u #(f~(i)) ~ ¢ for all ~ < ~ol. So, 
working in the ground model, we can define k -names/~ (~ < wl ) by 
lli :? II =fdi) (i E S, < 
and show that there is an ao E 7"¢ + forcing that the set of all ~ < wl for which ga(/~'~) ~> 
e/2 is uncountable. It follows that any forcing extension V[~] such that ao E G thinks 
that B = P(I)/N'.~ is an algebra with a strictly positive finitely-additive measure and 
that uncountably many members of the sequence [K~] (~ < wl) are non zero in /3. 
By Lemma 7, in any such forcing extension the completion of B, and therefore B, has 
precaliber bll, So working in such VI i i ,  we can find uncountable set A _ Wl such that 
~EF " 
for all F E [A] <~. This means that in the ground model we can fix an TO-name A 
for an uncountable subset of wl such that i  is forced by a0 that finite intersections of 
/~¢ (~ E zi) have positive m-measure. Then we can find an uncountable set ~2 c_ wl and 
for each ~ E E) a positive e~ ~ a0 such that c~ forces that ~ is an element of di. By (1) 
we can also assume that 1-I~EF c~ ~ 0 for all F E [~7]<~o. We claim that this sequence 
e¢ (~ E E)) satisfies the conclusion of (2). To see this fix K E/.4 and F E [S)] <~. Let 
a= l--[c~ and b=~ I I f~( i ) .  
~EF iEK ~EF 
We have to show that c = a • ( -b )  is equal to 0. Otherwise c would be a member of 
T¢ + which forces that F is a finite subset o f / i  so it would force that the intersection of 
/4e (~ E F)  has positive m-measure. So fix a 5 > 0 and d ~ c such that d forces 
('1 ~>~" 
(~r /~)  
Then there is a (nonzero) e ~< d such that 
"~EF  : 
this means that the set of all i E I such that 
~EF ~r  
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belongs to/.4. So there is i E K such that e . l -X~r  f~(i) is not equal to o. But this would 
be a nonzero element of ~ which is at the same time below b and its complement. This 
contradiction finishes the proof that (1) implies (2). The implication from (2) to (1) is 
immediate. 
2. Random free sets 
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 3 relying heavily on the idea of Laver [13]. 
Let ~ be a given (atomless) measure algebra nd let _~ be a given 7~-name for a countable 
set mapping on some initial ordinal 0 such that MA0 holds. Clearly, we may assume that 
0 is uncountable. Note that by the ccc property of 7~ the set 
is countable for all c~, so we can choose a separable subalgebra 7~ of ~ which contains 
{11~ C P(~)II: ~ E A(~)}. Let 79 be the set of all functions p such that the domain of 
p, D(p), is a finite subset of 0 and such that: 
(a) p(a)  E R~ and #(p(a))  > 1/2 for all c~ E D(p), 
(b) p(a)  • p(/3) ~< I[a ~ P(B)[I for all a and/3 in D(p). 
For p, q E T' we let p ~< q if D(p) D D(q) and p(a) <~ q(ee) for all c~ E D(q). Thus, 
the generic object of 7 9 leads naturally to an R.-name for an/+-free subset of 0. So if 79 
is ccc, an application of MA0 to the finite support product of infinitely many copies of 
7> would give us a sequence of countably many 7~-names for F-free subsets of 0 which 
with probability 1 are forced to cover 0. Hence, the proof of Theorem 3 reduces to the 
following claim. 
Claim. If  79 is not a ccc poset then some member of 7~ + forces the second alternative 
of SMo for/+. 
Proof. Let p~ (~ < wi ) be a given sequence of pairwise incompatible lements of 7 9. We 
may assume that D(p~) (~ < w~) form a A-system with root D and that for some fixed 
integer n and all ~ < wl, the set D(p~) \ D has size n. Furthermore, we may assume 
that there is a fixed e > 0 such that 
#(p~(a))  > 1/2 + e for all a E D(p~) and ~" < wl. 
Since A(c~)'s are countable sets we may also assume that A(c~) n (D(pn) \ D) = 0 
for all ~ < r/and c~ E D(p~). The algebras 7~,~(c~ E D) are all separable, so refining still 
further, we may assume that #(p~(~).pn(cQ) > 1/2 for all ~,~/< oJ 1 and c~ E D. But if 
this is true then D plays no role in the incompatibility between different p~'s so we may 
as well assume it is empty. For ~ < wl, let s ° ~, . . .  , c~ -1 be the increasing enumeration 
ij 
of D(p~). We use this to define 9~ E 7~ '°~ (i,j < n, ~ < wl) as follows 
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The fact that p~'s are pairwise incompatible implies that for every ~ < r/ there exist 
i , j  < n such that 9~J(r/) has measure ) e/n  2. Thus, if H is an uniform ultrafilter on 
Wl, we can find i , j  < n and an uncountable set 120 C wl such that for all ( E 3"20 
the set of all r/ such that #(g~J(~/)) ~> e/n  2 belongs to H. For ( E 120, let f~ = g~ j. 
Then the sequence f~ (( E 120) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 8 (2), so there is an 
uncountable set 121 C_ 120 and a sequence c~ (~ E 121) of elements of R+ such that 
n~'Y ~EF ~EF 
for all "y < o31 and F E [121] <~. Choose an element c of ~+ which forces that the set 
~2 of all ~ E 121 such that ¢¢ belongs to the generic filter is uncountable. We claim that 
c forces that ¢[ = {a~: ~ E ~2} satisfies the second alternative of SMa. To see this 
pick a ~ c, "7 < o31, and a finite set ]" such that a forces that {a~: ~ E F} is a subset 
of A. This, in particular, means that a ~ 1-IcEF c~ SO by the above inequality there is a 
~/> 7, max(_/") such that 
b:  a. I I  a. ¢ r )  c_ 
<¢E_r' 
is nonzero, and this is what we wanted to show. 
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